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Abstract 
Based on the investigation and analysis of the situation in full mechanized coal mining face at home and abroad, the electro-
hydraulic control system for hydraulic support is put forward, designed and realized. It adopted intrinsically safe circuit design 
technology and field bus technology to connect all control units to the host computer. Each control unit of the control system is 
equipped with one hydraulic support. Certain control unit(s) controlled by either the other control units or the host computer can 
operate adjacent support, distant support or a group of supports. Host computer in an explosion-proof housing also has the 
functions of real-time monitoring, remote control, fault diagnosis and upload data etc. The result of industrial experiment up to 
three months shows that the system works reliably and meets the design requirements. 
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1. Introduction 
Electro-hydraulic control system for hydraulic supports is the core of full mechanized coal mining face. And it 
can implement automatic control of production equipments and improve the production efficiency, working 
conditions and safety of coal mining face. The system based on network detects the position of the shearer and 
hydraulic supports automatically to achieve automatic control. Besides, it has the ability to monitor states of other 
equipments, to implement the communications between ground and underground computers and to complete the 
remote control. Compared with other industrial electro-hydraulic control systems, it has special characteristics, such 
as high pressure, anti-burning explosion-proof, dust-proof, anti-corrosion, anti-vibration and anti-electromagnetic 
interference. 
 Since the mid-1970's people abroad have started to study electro-hydraulic control system for hydraulic supports, 
launched the product after nearly a decade and perfected gradually the system after the 1990's. At present, many 
countries already have had mature products with different characteristics in the promotion stage, such as Germany, 
the United States, United Kingdom, Poland, Japan, France, and Russia etc. 
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    At present, the control method of hydraulic supports made in China is mainly manual, which is equivalent to the 
control level of developed countries in the 1970’s. The electro-hydraulic control system equipped with hydraulic 
supports is manufactured in foreign countries, especially in Germany. The outstanding companies which have 
already come into home market are DBT (its HQ is Bucyrus in the USA), Marco, EEP and TIEFENBACH in 
Germany and JOY in America. We have not achieved the target of industrialization and indigenization of the system, 
although our government has invested much in technical research of the electro-hydraulic control system for 
hydraulic supports from the 1990’s. In order to improve the level of mining equipments, strengthen the international 
competition and break through the international technical monopoly, it is urgent to research and produce 
autonomously electro-hydraulic control system for hydraulic supports.  
2. Structure of the electro-hydraulic control system 
Through the structure analysis of the electro-hydraulic control systems for hydraulic supports made by the EEP 
Company and Marco Company in Germany, combined with the actual application, block diagram of the self-
designed electro-hydraulic control system is put forward and shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of hydraulic supports electro-hydraulic control system 
 
Electro-hydraulic control system for hydraulic supports mainly contains the control units, host computer and the 
intrinsically safe network. The support control unit includes the controller, sensors, electromagnetic pilot valves and 
main control valves. The control unit connects each other by the main cable. The controller adopts RS422 
communication in accordance with self-definitional frame format. However, the overall adopts CAN bus 
communication in accordance with the standard extend frame format. The host computer monitors all controllers 
through the CAN bus network. The intrinsically safe network connects all the control units and host computer by 
signal isolators. The controller uses the pressure sensor, the position sensor and the displacement sensor to detect the 
working state of hydraulic supports and takes advantage of CAN bus network to transfer information to the host 
computer, then the host computer makes decision to implement the automatic control of hydraulic supports. 
3. Research on support controller  
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The controller is the core of electro-hydraulic control system support. The design level of controller determines 
the entire level of the system. The foreign controller is achieved by using processors in not only the Germany 
companies, such as MARCO, EEP and TIEFENBACH and so on, but also the American companies. Domestic 
individual owners or scientific researchers try to use the programmable logic controller (PLC) to achieve the core 
processing. Practice shows that it has relatively high anti-interference performance, but is not suitable for special 
underground applications because of the factors such as large, bulky, designed inflexible, in application program 
(IAP) not achieved, self-address not automatic identification. Development in foreign countries is earlier, so the vast 
majority uses the ordinary MCU as the core processor. Currently with the development and progress of technology, 
there are many high-performance processors such as ARM, DSP etc. However, in consideration of the factors of 
design features, the power consumption and overall cost etc, the enhanced processor compatible with MCS-51 has 
been chosen. The block diagram of the controller using the processor as the core is shown in Fig. 2. 
 
Fig. 2. Block diagram of control unit 
Peripheral configuration in the controller is considered to meet not only the current needs but also the 
expansibility. The number of the drive outputs for electromagnetic pilot valves is 20. The number of the analog 
input is usually 3 used for sampling signals of displacement, pressure and infrared. And the designed is 6 for the 
measurement of the angle and multi-pressure in the future. In addition, there are two switching output interfaces for 
the sound and light alarm and two switching input interfaces for the emergency shutdown switch and the lock 
switch. 
In addition to conventional design for reliability in hardware and software, there are three special treatments used, 
namely, the closed-loop feedback mechanism, the drive output of multiple control mechanism and the drive stop 
linkage mechanism. Firstly, the closed-loop feedback mechanism ensures the drive control accurate and reliable. 
The closed-loop feedback mechanism means comparing the drive actual output state sampled by the processor with 
the expected output state calculating on the basis of the command. And if the compared result is the same, the 
processor keeps running. Otherwise, it takes measures to stop the drive output immediately avoiding losing of life 
and property. Secondly, the drive output of multiple control mechanism indicates that the implementation of the 
drive command needs multiple-control through hardware. For example, before the main switch is off, the sub-switch 
turned on can not implement the action. Therefore, when the sub-switch turning off cannot take effect in hardware, 
it is possible to turn off the main switch to stop the unexpected drive output action. The last is the drive stop linkage 
mechanism. The multiple-site survey has found that mine workers are used to use emergency shutdown switch to 
stop action in the event of failure. In order to avoid failure of the emergency switch concerning the safety, it is 
linked with the lock switch in the hardware circuit. In this case, when the incident occurred, pressing the emergency 
switch, means pressing the lock switch simultaneously. So if the failure of the emergency switch occurs, the lock 
switch still works to ensure the safety of workers. 
The modular design is adopted in software design. Different hydraulic shields are collocated at different mines. 
And this brings the differences in software for high performance of control unit. 
4. Research on host computer 
Host computer is mainly composed of software and hardware, and it forms communications network through 
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 field bus and all controllers, which is real-time monitoring the work states of every hydraulic support. 
Because the host computer works underground, it is required that it should have a moisture-proof, dust-proof and 
explosion-proof performance. Design of the host computer also needs to meet the principle of expansibility and 
compatibility. The proceeding of hardware design demands fully considering system expansibility, which is 
supported by hardware interface and software performance. The compatibility of hardware and software with the 
common computer is also important, so that it can utilize the technology in existence and reduce duplicated effort. 
Host computer usually is realized through adopting industrial computer and explosion-proof computer which satisfy 
the environmental requirements, but its expansibility is poor. So the host computer of this system adopts customized 
scheme with embedded PC104. 
Host computer has a lot of extended interfaces, such as RS232, RS485, CAN bus, fiber interface and current loop 
interface and so on. Each interface has a photoelectric isolation circuit which is in compliance with the safety 
standards, thus the host computer has very strong expansibility and very well compatibility. It can connect directly 
to communication interfaces of the shearer, crusher, stage loader, scraper conveyor and monitor underground 
equipments, so as to realize the automation of full mechanized coal mining face. 
 
Fig. 3. The main interface of application software for hydraulic supports 
The monitoring function of the host computer is achieved by application software running on the embedded 
operating system. The application software consists of background data processing section and foreground display 
section. Background program collects relevant data through field bus and stores in the database after processing. 
Foreground program achieves the read and search of the database and displays the data in the main interface which 
is shown in fig.3. 
Table 1. Operating systems compared 
Item Windows Dos Vxworks Linux 
Cost Not free Not free Expensive Free 
Customizing not bad Bad Well Very well 
Source code Not open Not open Not open Open 
Real time performance Bad Bad Well Commonly 
Hardware Well Well Well Well 
Function Multitask Single-task Multitask Multitask 
This control system uses the embedded Linux operating system. And the comparison between Linux operating 
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system and other operating systems is shown in table.1. 
It can be seen from the above table that the embedded Linux OS has considerable advantages such as completely 
free of cost, highly customizable, stable operation and a wide range of hardware support. 
5. Research on the intrinsically safe network 
In field bus use, EEP Company in Germany adopts profibus technology to achieve information transfer, while 
MARCO Company uses the custom format open collector technology. At present, the mature technology widely 
used in domestic is CAN bus technology put forward by BOTCH Company in Germany. Communication between 
controllers is achieved by full-duplex RS422 technology in consideration of the vast transferred data in the actual 
system.  
Field bus needs special treatment when working underground. And because of the request of intrinsically safe, 
the power of the power supply subjects to strict limitations. Usually each power supply can only supply five or six 
controllers according to the power of power supply, controllers and current-driven valves. Thus a large number of 
independent power supplies are needed for the system. In order to avoid current imbalance leading to lose intrinsic 
safety, the data signal between the controllers is communicated by signal isolators which can cut off electrical 
connection. 
6. Conclusion 
Basing on wide investigation of existing technology abroad, the electro-hydraulic control system for hydraulic 
supports was designed and realized, and it has passed the national institutions certification examination. The system 
has run reliably for three months in industrial experiment at Pingmei Group in Henan province. The electro-
hydraulic control system has laid the foundation successfully for safe and high efficient coal mine, which improves 
significantly the domestic automation level of full mechanized coal mining face. 
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